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Words and their meanings 

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 

Circle the word that has the same meaning. 

 
to explain or describe, especially by modeling or using many examples 

conceal demonstrate cover confuse 

to bring into being or to produce 

generate destroy end break 

to identify someone or something from previous experience or contact with that person or 

thing 

forget refuse lose recognize 

principles or standards by which something may be judged or decided 

criteria fancy guess possibility 

something that explains, justifies, or defends, as an explanation or supporting evidence 

justification charge opposition sentence 

to restate in a concise form 

add expand increase summarize 

an imagined place or society that is ideal 

utopia various wealth oblong 

to increase in intensity 

major hasty general escalate 

a large, flat area of land with few or no trees and can be covered with long grass 
plains 

plains lobby graph endangered 

to make larger or expand 

gallop inflated fade dairy 
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Answers: 

 
to explain or describe, especially by modeling or using many examples 

conceal demonstrate cover confuse 

to bring into being or to produce 

generate destroy end break 

to identify someone or something from previous experience or contact with that person or 

thing 

forget refuse lose recognize 

principles or standards by which something may be judged or decided 

criteria fancy guess possibility 

something that explains, justifies, or defends, as an explanation or supporting evidence 

justification charge opposition sentence 

to restate in a concise form 

add expand increase summarize 

an imagined place or society that is ideal 

utopia various wealth oblong 

to increase in intensity 

major hasty general escalate 

a large, flat area of land with few or no trees and can be covered with long grass 
plains 

plains lobby graph endangered 

to make larger or expand 

gallop inflated fade dairy 
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